The increase in known three-dimensional protein structures enables us to build statistical profiles of important functional sites in protein molecules. These profiles can then be used to recognize sites in large-scale automated annotations of new protein structures. We report an improved FEATURE system which recognizes functional sites in protein structures. FEATURE defines multi-level physico-chemical properties and recognizes sites based on the spatial distribution of these properties in the sites' microenvironments. It uses a Bayesian scoring function to compare a query region with the statistical profile built from known examples of sites and control nonsites. We have previously shown that FEATURE can accurately recognize calcium-binding sites and have reported interesting results scanning for calcium-binding sites in the entire Protein Data Bank. Here we report the ability of the improved FEATURE to characterize and recognize geometrically complex and asymmetric sites such as ATP-binding sites and disulfide bond-forming sites. FEATURE does not rely on conserved residues or conserved residue geometry of the sites. We also demonstrate that, in the absence of a statistical profile of the sites, FEATURE can use an artificially constructed profile based on a priori knowledge to recognize the sites in new structures, using redoxin active sites as an example.
Introduction
Structural genomics initiatives are producing a great increase in protein threedimensional (3D) structures determined by x-ray and NMR technologies as well as structures predicted by computational methods.
1 It will be difficult and expensive to manually analyze all individual structures, resulting in an increasing need for automated methods to provide an initial set of annotations. An important step in annotating protein structures is to recognize functional sites -local threedimensional regions with special functional roles and certain conserved featuressuch as active sites, binding sites, and structural support sites. Functional sites provide important insights about the proteins' functions. Some functional sites have detectable sequence signatures and can be recognized using sequence-based motiffinding methods such as PROSITE, PRINTS, BLOCKS, eMOTIF, Pfam, and so on.
2-8 However, not all functional sites have clear sequence signatures. Some sites are comprised of amino acids distant in sequence yet close in 3D space; they may not have clearly detectable sequence signature but can be recognized using a structurebased method. Our work focuses on the characterization and recognition of sites that require 3D structural information.
Several methods that recognize functional sites in protein 3D structures exist. Some are designed to recognize a specific type of sites. For example, hydrophobicity contrast function and valence function have been developed to recognize metal-ion binding sites with high accuracy. [9] [10] [11] Other methods are designed to recognize regions of potential importance without specifying their exact functional role. Examples include methods that search for statistically significant clusters of charges in a protein structure and methods that search for cavities on the protein surface using geometric criteria. [12] [13] [14] There are also methods that are applicable to a variety of site types. Wallace et al. developed the TESS algorithm that matches atoms in a query structure with all the atoms in a template for an active site using geometric hashing. 15 Fetrow and Skolnick developed the "Fuzzy Functional Forms" (FFF) method that matches residues in a query structure with a template that contains the ideal pairwise distances between the critical residues of the active site as well as the allowable deviations from the ideal distances. 16, 17 A limitation of both TESS and FFF is that the sites they recognize must have conserved amino acid residues as well as relatively conserved residue geometry.
The goal of our work is to develop a method that can recognize a variety of different functional sites and is applicable to sites with or without conserved residues and conserved residue geometry. We have previously reported a statistical procedure to characterize the microenvironments of sites 18 and a scoring function to recognize calcium-binding sites in the entire PDB. 19, 20 Based on these, we have developed a system called FEATURE. In this paper, we report a new, improved FEATURE system and investigate the FEATURE's ability to recognize sites that are geometrically complex and asymmetric, such as ATP-binding sites, redoxin active sites, and disulfide bond-forming sites. We also show that, if a biologist does not have enough known examples of a site to build a statistical profile, she can use a priori knowledge to construct an artificial profile for the site and FEATURE can use the artificially constructed profile to search for the site in new structures.
Method
Conceptually, there are three main modules of FEATURE. Firstly, it characterizes the distinguishing features of functional sites in comparison with control background nonsites (regions that do not have the specific functional role). Secondly, a siterecognition method scores how likely a new 3D local region is a site as opposed to a nonsite. Finally, a scanning method searches a whole protein structure for all occurrences and locations of a site.
Characterizing the distinguishing features of a site
FEATURE characterizes the features of a functional site by comparing known examples of the site with those of the control nonsite. The characterization module of FEATURE was reported in detail in Ref. 18 and will be summarized below. We represent 3D regions as the spatial distributions of physico-chemical properties. The key components involved in the characterization of a site are: a training set, properties defined in FEATURE to represent 3D local regions, definition of the spatial volumes, and a statistical test to determine for which properties and at which volumes the site examples differ significantly from the nonsite examples.
Each of the site and nonsite examples in the training set is a spherical region around a defined center of interest in a 3D structure retrieved from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The spherical region is empirically chosen to be big enough to enclose the effective microenvironment of the site.
The inputs to the characterization module are
For each of Site Examples 1 to N, PDB id and (x, y, z) coordinates of the center of site; For each of Nonsite Examples 1 to M, PDB id and (x, y, z) coordinates of the center of nonsite; Radius of the spherical region enclosing the site.
For each atom in a spherical region, FEATURE calculates a list of physicochemical properties, based on the identity of the atom, the identity of the residue the atom belongs to, the biophysical properties of the atom and the residue, the secondary structural segment the atom falls in, respectively. Table 1 lists the properties, which categories they belong to, and how their values are assigned.
To overcome the idiosyncrasy associated with individual atoms, we group atoms into spatial volumes. In this paper, we divide a spherical region into concentric shells around the center of interest and assign all atoms to corresponding shells based on their 3D coordinates. Then for each property, in each volume, a value is calculated as being the sum of the atom-based property values for all the atoms that fall within the volume. 
VDW-VOLUME
The van der waals volume of the atom B-FACTOR As recorded in the PDB file.
MOBILITY
The minimum number of bonds to C-alpha or other backone atom, with C-beta receiving a value of 1. A property-volume pair, {prop, vol}, is designated a "distinguishing feature" of the site if P prop,vol <= P cutoff , where P cutoff is a pre-defined cutoff for statistical significance (set to 0.01 in this paper).
Chemical
The distinguishing features of a site can be plotted graphically in FEATURE, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Recognizing whether a query 3d local region is likely to be a site
Using the same procedure described in Sec. 2.1, FEATURE divides a new query region into spatial volumes. For each of the distinguishing features {prop, vol}, FEATURE calculates a value, V prop,vol , for the query region. It then compares this value with the corresponding values from site and nonsite examples in the training set to determine how likely the new value comes from the statistical distribution of the site as opposed to that of the nonsite, using a Bayesian scoring function. The overall score is the sum of the scores over all distinguishing {prop, vol}. An outline of the method is shown below: A dark gray box indicates that the property in that shell is significantly more abundant for site examples, whereas a light gray box indicates that the property in that shell is significantly more abundant for nonsite examples. A blank box indicates that there is no statistically significant difference observed between the site and nonsite examples for that property in that shell. The thickness of each shell is 1.25Å. The cutoff for the statistical significance (the P -value from Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test) is 0.01. P(site|Vprop,vol ) = P(Vprop,vol |site)P(site) P(Vprop,vol |site)P(site) + P(Vprop,vol |nonsite)P(nonsite) ;
Find binprop,vol that Vprop,vol falls into; P(site|binprop,vol ) = P(binprop,vol |site)P(site) P(binprop,vol |site)P(site) + P(binprop,vol |nonsite)P(nonsite)
; (2) Scoreprop,vol = max log P(site|binprop,vol ) P(site) , log P(site) ;
Overall Score += Scoreprop,vol; where in Eq. (1), which follows directly from the Bayes Rule, P(site|Vprop,vol ) is the posterior probability that the property value sl Vprop,vol of the query region comes from the probability distribution of the site; P(site) and P(nonsite) are the prior probabilities of site and nonsite, respectively, pre-set for each site type in FEATURE; and P(Vprop,vol |site) and P(Vprop,vol |nonsite) are the conditional probabilities of observing the property value in site and nonsite examples, respectively, calculated from the training data; in Eq. (2), after converting the continuous property values in Eq. (1) into discrete bins, binprop,vol is the bin that Vprop,vol falls into. For each {prop, vol}, the total range of all observed values in the training set is divided into k bins (k is empirically set to 5 in this paper). Vprop,vol falls into one of these bins (if Vprop,vol falls outside of the range, binprop,vol is set to the first or last bin); P(site|binprop,vol ) is posterior probability that Vprop,vol , which falls into binprop,vol , is drawn from the statistical distribution of site values, as opposed to that of the nonsite values; in Eq. (3), which defines the score as a log odds ratio, when P(site|binprop,vol) approaches 0, Scoreprop,vol is lower-bounded at log P(site), which is the opposite of the value of Scoreprop,vol when P(site|binprop,vol )=1.
For each type of site, a cutoff for Overall Score is empirically defined, above which the query region is predicted to be a site. Varying the score cutoff changes the trade-off between false positive and false negative rates. FEATURE includes a straightforward visualization module, based on the protein visualization software MAGE, 21, 22 that allows for the interactive experimentation by varying the score cutoff.
An advantage of a naïve Bayes system like FEATURE is that it can explain its findings in a manner that is easy to interpret. An explanation module of the FEATURE system reports which features contribute most, positively or negatively, to the final score. Based on the value of Score prop,vol , the property-volume pair {prop, vol} may be added to the explanation report as "strong evidence supporting the likelihood that the query region is a site" or "strong evidence against the likelihood that the query region is a site." This explanation report can be used to understand how different features contribute to the final decision.
Scanning a protein structure for all occurrences and locations of a functional site
The third module of FEATURE is a scanning procedure that searches through the whole atomic structure of a protein for the occurrences and locations of a site. FEA-TURE creates a three-dimensional, evenly spaced search grid covering the whole protein structure as well as the space near the protein surface. The default grid spacing is empirically set to 1.652Å, so that the diagonal of a grid cell is twice the length of a carbon-oxygen single bond. Our previously reported implementation of the scanning procedure visits each grip point, searches for atoms in the spherical region around it, and applies the site-recognition scoring function. Our new implementation has resulted in a 10-time speed-up by using a data structure to accumulate information about the microenvironment around each grid point. The program first loops through each atom and adds the property values of each atom to all the appropriate spatial volumes of nearby grid points. After the data structure is fully populated, it loops through the grid points and applies the site-recognition scoring function at each point. Because the nonsite control is explicitly defined, FEATURE supports a hierarchical scanning procedure that allows for distinguishing a site first from general background and subsequently from more specific control, by varying the definition of nonsite and the selection of nonsite training examples.
Constructing a score table/profile of a site
For computational efficiency, for every functional site of interest, FEATURE generates a score look-up table based on Eqs. (2) and (3). Before scanning a query structure, the score table can be uploaded in memory, which allows for quick lookup, eliminating the need to re-compute the log odds scores every time a new region is scored. The score table contains the following information:
Find the range of possible values, divide the range into k bins, and store the start value of first bin and the width of bin; For each bin = 1 to k, Calculate and save Score prop,vol .
The above score table serves as a kind of statistical profile of the site. It represents the features of the site in the context of the control nonsite in a statistical way. Obviously, it depends on the availability of known examples of site and nonsite in the structural databases. There are cases, however, when there are too few known examples of the site, or when a biologist is interested in searching for a customdesigned pattern that does not exist in the structural databases. In these cases, FEATURE can accept a score table that a user manually constructs based on a priori knowledge about the site, as long as the table conforms to the same format as the statistical score table. The user first needs to determine, based on a priori knowledge, which property-volume pairs distinguish the site from the background nonsite. Then for each distinguishing {prop, vol}, the user divides the expected range of values into k bins and assigns a score to each bin within the expected range.
Results
Previously, we have demonstrated that FEATURE can accurately characterize and recognize calcium-binding sites and reported interesting results when we scanned the entire PDB for calcium-binding sites. 19, 20 Here, we report the results of characterizing and recognizing geometrically complex and asymmetric sites such as ATPbinding sites and disulfide bond-forming sites in protein structures. We also report the results of using an artificially constructed site profile based on a priori knowledge to recognize redoxin active sites. 
ATP-binding sites

)-G-K-[ST]).
3,23 However, many ATP-binding proteins do not contain the motif, and a significant number of proteins containing this motif do not bind ATP.
3,24
We used FEATURE to create a statistical profile that distinguishes ATP-binding sites from random nonsites in 3D structures, and then used the profile to recognize ATP-binding sites in new structures. In order to test FEATURE's ability to recognize ATP-binding sites without relying on sequence signatures, we used only nonredundant proteins -the pairwise sequence identity between any two sequences in our data set is less than 25 percent. After reducing sequence redundancy and filtering out problematic PDB files, we collected 15 ATP-binding sites from 15 protein structures. We divided them into the training set (11) and the independent testing set (4). For nonsite control we randomly selected ten regions from 13 proteins for training, and ten regions from six proteins for testing; these 19 proteins were the non-redundant subset from a randomly chosen set of proteins from PDB. The ATP molecules were removed from the PDB files in both training and testing. Specifications for site, nonsite, and spatial volumes are listed in Table 2 .
A graphical representation of the features of ATP-binding sites is shown in Fig. 1 (i) There is a deficit of atoms within 3.75Å from the center of site, indicating an empty space that will bind the ATP molecule. On the other hand, there is an abundance of atoms from 7.5 to 12.5Å, reflecting the fact that ATP usually binds in a pocket on the surface instead of on an open surface. (ii) There is an abundance of "OTHER-ATOM" from 6.25 to 12.5Å, indirectly confirming other groups' finding that the ATP-binding site is frequently located close to metal ion-binding sites.
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(iii) There is an abundance of positive charge at radii 3.75 to 5Å and 6.25 to 8.75Å, indicating that the ATP molecule is surrounded by a positively charged environment. (iv) There are significantly more GLY, LEU, and LYS residues in ATP-binding sites than in control nonsites. There are also more ARG and PHE residues in the outermost shell. The finding of the abundance of GLY and LYS residues is consistent with the known ATP-binding sequence motif A. 26 The finding of the abundance of LEU, ARG, and PHE is new. (v) There is an abundance of hydrophobic and charged residues at radii 7.5 to 12.5Å. (vi) There is an abundance of both helices and β-strands. The finding agrees with the known fact that the "Rossmann fold", which consists of β-strands connected with α-helix, is often found at nucleotide-binding sites.
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To test FEATURE's accuracy in recognizing whether a query local region is an ATP-binding site, we calculated the sensitivity and specificity in a leave-one-out cross-validation of the training set and an independent test of the test set. The sensitivity is defined as the percentage of all true sites that FEATURE correctly recognizes as sites. The specificity is defined as the percentage of all true nonsites that FEATURE correctly recognizes as nonsites. The results, with multiple score cutoffs, are shown in Table 3 .
Given a whole protein structure, FEATURE scans for all occurrence and location of ATP-binding site. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the results of scanning phosphotransferase for ATP-binding sites. FEATURE accurately located the ATPbinding site. We then used FEATURE to scan all of the ATP-binding proteins in the training and test sets to evaluate its ability to locate all occurrences of ATP-binding sites and nothing else. The sensitivity and precision (the percentage of predicted sites that are true sites) for both cross-validation and independent testing are shown in Table 4 . It indicates that FEATURE was good at recognizing an ATP-binding site, and among all of the predicted sites, 2/3 to 3/4 are false positives.
Disulfide bond-forming sites
In protein structures, each Cysteine residue can appear either in free form or covalently bonded to another Cysteine via a disulfide group. Because disulfide bonds Table 3 . Accuracy of recognizing whether a given local region is likely to be an ATP-binding site. significantly increase the stability of protein structures, they are often engineered into structures during the design of new proteins and the modification of existing proteins. An important question is, in addition to having another nearby Cysteine, are there any other features in the microenvironment around a Cysteine that are required for it to be involved in a disulfide bond as opposed to being a free Cysteine? What kind of microenvironments are good targets in which to engineer a disulfide bond?
We have previously used FEATURE to characterize the microenvironment of disulfide bonding Cysteines. 18 Here we updated the profile using only nonredundant proteins, and used the profile to recognize whether a local region around a given Cysteine is likely to be a disulfide-bonding environment or a non-bonding environment. To make it a more rigorous test, we ignored the information on the occurrence of sulfur atoms (property ATOM-NAME-IS-S) and the occurrence of Cysteine residues (property RESIDUE-NAME-IS-CYS) and used only the other properties in the prediction. The goal was to discover whether there are other physico-chemical properties that can adequately distinguish disulfide-bonding sites. Specifications of site, nonsite, and spatial volumes are shown in Table 2 .
We collected 90 disulfide-bonding Cysteines from 16 non-redundant proteins as site examples, and 48 free Cysteines from 19 non-redundant proteins as nonsite examples. Table 5 shows the accuracy of recognizing whether the local region around a Cysteine residue is likely to be a disulfide-bonding environment in a leave-one-out cross-validation, at different score cutoffs.
We used FEATURE to scan a non-redundant subset of PDB, and were able to automatically detect a fair number of missing annotations of disulfide bonds in PDB entries. For instance, FEATURE predicted with high scores that six Cysteines in the porcine pepsinogen protein structure (PDB id: 3PSG) are likely to be disulfidebonding Cysteines. None of these Cysteines were annotated in the PDB entry as part of any disulfide bonds. However, when we reviewed the initial crystallographic reports, we were able to confirm FEATURE's prediction that these six Cysteines indeed form three disulfide bonds. The annotations were lost in the PDB file. This and other similar cases demonstrated FEATURE's potential in automatically checking the annotations of sites in PDB entries.
Redoxin active site
The redoxins, including both thioredoxins and glutaredoxins, are small proteins that participate in thiol-disulfide exchange reactions via the reversible oxidation of an active central disulfide bond. [27] [28] [29] The active site of the redoxin family contains three invariant residues: two Cysteines and a Proline. These three residues are not consecutive in sequence, and studies have shown that sensitivity and specificity were indeed low when researchers tried to recognize redoxins from sequence motif alone.
16 A three-dimensional motif is needed to recognize redoxin active sites. The preferred distances between the three invariant residues in redoxin active sites are known. And an abundance of helices at around 5-6Å from the Cysteine residues were previously observed. 16 Based on this knowledge, we built an artificial profile of the redoxin active site. Specifications for site, nonsite, and spatial volumes are shown in Table 2 . A graphical representation of the profile for redoxin active site is shown in Fig. 3 and summarized below: (i) The active site is centered on one of the conserved Cysteine residues, specified by the abundance of Cysteine residues within the first shell. (ii) Between 4.8 and 6Å from the central Cysteine residues there is an abundance of Cysteine residues. (iii) Between 7.2 and 8.4Å from the central Cysteine residues there is an abundance of Proline residues. (iv) There is an abundance of helices at 4.8 to 6Å away from the center.
We used this artificially constructed profile in FEATURE to detect redoxin active sites in whole protein structures. We collected 8 redoxin active sites from 8 structures, and divided them into a training set (which is only used to empirically set the score cutoff) and an independent test set. An example result is plotted in Fig. 4 , which shows that FEATURE accurately locates the redoxin active sites in glutaredoxin (PDB ID 1EGO). The overall sensitivity and precision for scanning redoxin active sites are shown in Table 6 .
We compared FEATURE's accuracy in recognizing redoxin active sites with that of Fuzzy Functional Forms reported in Ref. 16 . FEATURE achieved the same level of accuracy as that of FFF for redoxin active sites.
Discussion
High-quality, peer-reviewed manual annotations of protein structures with functional information are critical because they are fundamental for the transfer of biochemical and biophysical knowledge from wet labs to databases. However, manual annotations are time-and labor-intensive, and sometimes prone to human Table 6 . Accuracy of locating all occurrences of redoxin active sites and nothing else. The scanning grid is spaced at 1.652Å (default). The model was build manually from a priori knowledge about the redoxin active sites. The score cutoff is set empirically to be 18.
Sensitivity Precision
Training 3/4 = 75% 100% Independent Test 3/4 = 75% 100%
errors. The quality of annotations in PDB entries is known to be uneven. Driven by efforts such as the Structural Genomics Initiative, the number of experimentally determined and computationally predicted protein structures is increasing rapidly. There is a significant need for automated methods such as FEATURE that can be used to assist in manual annotations. For example, FEATURE can be used to provide a first run of annotations that is then checked and edited manually by biologists. There are a fair number of missing annotations of sites in the PDB entries and FEATURE can be used to detect some of them, as shown in the example of disulfide-bonding sites in Sec. 3.2. FEATURE can also be used to clarify the interpretation of electron density as shown in the following example. A previous study showed that sodium ions could be mistakenly labeled as water molecules. They predicted that 33 locations labeled as water molecules in 32 PDB entries were actually sodium ions and validated some of their findings experimentally.
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FEATURE was able to confirm that 31 out of these 33 locations were indeed highly likely sodium-binding sites. We developed FEATURE to be friendly and intuitive to biologists. It has simple yet informative visualization and explanation modules, and allows for both statistical and manually defined site profiles. We have shown that FEATURE can characterize and recognize a diverse set of site types including metal ion-binding sites, small molecule-binding sites, catalytic active sites, and structural sites. The performance of FEATURE benefits from its multi-level physico-chemical properties that are very expressive. Using these properties FEATURE can capture features that would have been missed by using simpler or fewer properties. The current implementation of FEATURE divides the microenvironment into concentric radial shells. It intuitively captures the insights biologists often use to characterize a functional site, such as "3-4Å away from the bound Calcium ion there is usually an abundance of oxygen atoms". This radial approach allows for much faster scanning than an oriented approach because a radial profile is rotation invariant. However, there are sites that have clearly oriented features and would require an oriented profile. We are investigating ways to divide microenvironments into oriented volumes and algorithms fast enough to scan a structure with oriented site profiles.
We have compared our scoring function, which is based on Naïve Bayes, to discriminant analysis and linear regression analysis. We found that our current scoring function has better performance in terms of sensitivity and specificity. However, we realize that some of the properties FEATURE uses are not independent of each other. With the availability of more 3D structures, we may soon have enough data to construct a more sophisticated Bayes network that could further improve the accuracy of the system.
Several parameters, such as k, the total number of bins, and P(site) and P(nonsite), the prior probabilities of sites and nonsites, need to be empirically set in FEATURE. Previous sensitivity analyses have shown that the performance of FEATURE is fairly robust for a range of values for the key parameters.
18-20
Interestingly, FEATURE is in some ways parallel to the Three-dimensional Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships (3D QSAR) methods which derive statistical models that describe the structural dependence of biological activities of ligands using physicochemical parameters (the Hansch analysis), by indicator variables encoding different structural features (the Free Wilson analysis), or by threedimensional molecular property profiles of the ligands (the comparative molecular field analysis, or CoMFA).
30,31 FEATURE characterizes and recognizes the protein structures whereas 3D QSAR approaches characterizes and recognizes the ligand structures. There are other differences that clearly distinguish the two approaches. Firstly, the 3D QSAR methods analyze only compounds that have the activity, whereas FEATURE explicitly compares and contrasts sites that have the activity with nonsites that do not. Secondly, traditional 3D QSAR methods analyze properties at fine grid points, whereas FEATURE collects atoms into larger spatial volumes such as shells. This allows FEATURE to detect features that are only detectable in larger volumes, but it is possible that FEATURE may miss certain "finer" features. Thirdly, compared to 3D QSAR, FEATURE uses a much larger list of physico-chemical properties, offering more expressiveness in characterizing the microenvironments.
The long-term goal for FEATURE is to develop it into a kind of 3D counterpart of PROSITE or PROFILE -an online server containing a large library of 3D motifs of functional sites accompanied by an accurate algorithm to search for these sites in new 3D structures. Researchers in structural biology are beginning to realize that the future of the evaluation of protein structure predictions needs to include "functional criteria" -how accurate are the critical functional sites predicted -in addition the geometric criteria used today. Systems such as FEATURE may become useful tools in the evaluation of the functional quality of structure predictions.
